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Alsrnlcr

Petrofabric analysis of a specimen of litchfieldite from Blue Mountain, ontario, shows:
(1) Foliation and lineation expressed principally by elongate tabular albite crystals; (2)
(010) of albite parallel to the foliation; (3) c, of nepheline and albite approximately parallel
to each other and to the lineation. This orientation is interpreted as the result of normal
igneous crystallization; in the case of the earlier albite from flowing magma, in the case of
the iater nepheline from stagnant residual liquid

INrnooucrror.t

Although prev;ous petrofabric studies of albite have been made (1)
there is no published information concerning the orientation of nepheline.
The abundance of the latter mineral in the Blue Mountain alkaline rocks
recently studied by Keith (2) led to a search for material suitable for
petrofabric analysis. rn most specimens of such rocks there are too few
grains of nepheline per thin section to make a statistical analysis prac-
ticable unless a number of successive parallel sections are prepared.
commonly the grains are highly altered and unsatisfactory for orienta-
tion work. Also, foliation and lineation mav not be discernibre and inter-
pretation of the orientation is thus made hazardous. one of the Blue
Mountain specimens met these diff iculties successfully and was made
available to me by Keith for petrofabric analysis. The data presented
here are not in any way final, but it was thought advisable to present the
existing information rather than withhold publication indefinitely during
the search for more material.

MrwBnerocv aNt GBoroGrcAL Rrr,erroNs or. TrrE LrrcrrlrBrorrn

Litchfieldite is a medium-grained, leucocratic nepherine rock in which
potash feldspar makes up less than one-half the total feldspar.l The
average modal proportions of the three principal minerals in the Blue
Mountain variety are: microcline 20/6, nepheline 22/o, albite S4/o. The
rock forms an irregular, oval stock one and one-half by three miles in its
greatest surface dimensions, with a long narrow projection extending
two and one-quarter miles from one end. rt is intrusive into hornblende-
biotite schist. Both invaded and invading rocks are of pre-cambrian age.

r such rocks are erroneously called nepheline syenite. The potash feldspar in true
nepheline syenite amounts to more than one-half the total feldspar (2).
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PETROFABRIC KELATIONS IN LITCHFIELDITE

The long axis of the outcrop of the titchfieldite strikes about N30oE,

parallel to the regional trend. Dips at the borders of the main stock are

60o-70" inward. Foliation is conspicuous only in places near the contacts'

The poorly developed lineation, where observed, is approximately hori-

zontal.
The litchfieldite is uniformly medium-textured. Albite is more coarsely

crystallized than microcline and nepheline and occurs in unzoned, sub-

hedral crystals. It has abundant albite twins and an anorthite content of

less than 5/6. Nepheline is interstitial to albite and microcline and in

part follows their grain boundaries. In places it forms intergrowths with

albite which are of replacement origin. All the minerals are clear and un-

altered.

PBrnorasnrc ANALYSTs

The specimen selected for statistical analysis shows both lineation and

foliation. These structural elements are largely due to the predominant

albite, which occurs for the most part in inequant grains. These have a

tabular habit which gives rise to a rude foliation, and in addition are elon-

gate, producing a visible lineation. Two thin sections were studied, one

perpendicular to the lineation, and one parallel to it, both being perpen-

dicular to the foliation. Figures l, 2, and 3 are collective diagrams ori-

ented parallel to the lineation 6, and show the results of measurements
made on these sections. The foliation s, drawn as a great circle about 6o

from the center of the figures, indicates that the section was not cut

exactly perpendicular to s.
The most conspicuous orientation is shown in Fig. 1, where the poles

to (010) planes of albite have an average position about perpendicular
to the observed s-surface in the specimen. Figure 2 shows the orientation
of the optic direction B in the same albite grains. The chief concentra-
tions are at the margin of the diagram approximately 90o from the (010)

pole maximum of Fig. 1. If s is taken as the average (010) plane, then for

albite the two chief directions of B are as shown.2 The crystallographic
axis co then lies midway between the two B positions, or parallel to the

lineation of the rock. There is sufficient concentration of B adjacent to

the two ideal positions in Fig. 2 to justify a relatively fixed position for

c,. This means that the (010) albite planes are not only parallel, but that

there is a tendency for parallelism of the c, directions contained in them.

In terms of the dimensional orientation associated with this crystallo-

2 Triclinic crystals (such as the plagioclase series) have lour possible positions of any

optic direction in terms of a fixed crystallographic plane. However, the optic-crystallo-

graphic relations in albite are such that for petrofabric work two of these four possible

positions may be neglected. (For details consult any work on optical mineralogy.)
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graphic orientation, (010) is statistically parallel to the foliation, and. c,
is parallel to the lineation. This orientation is one of the commoner ones
previously determined for albite (1).

Frc. 1, Collective diagram of 110
poles to (010) of albite; s-foliation;
6-lineation. Contours 9-7 -5-3-l-0To.

Frc. 2. Collective diagram of 110 B's
of albite; s and b as in Fig. 1. Theremain-
ing two great circles show the orientation
oI the two significant p directions, assum-
ing c, is parallel to lineation ir. Contours
5-3-l-07o.

Frc. 3. Collective diagram of 254 ve:.
tical crystal axes co of nepheline; s and b
as in Fig. 1. Contours 4-3-2-l-07.

Figure 3 shows the orientation of the vertical crystal axes ,o of the
nepheline interstitial to the albite and microcline. Although not very
pronounced there is an indication that the axes prefer the s-surface in



PETROFABRIC RELATION S I N LITCH FIELDITE

general and the lineation in particular as concentration areas. As with
qvartz, it is not possible by optic means to determine the precise orienta-
tion of the prism zone with respect to s.

The three diagrams indicate, in summary, that (010) of albite is paral-
lel to the foliation and that c, of both nepheline and albite tend to lie
parallel to the lineation. In addition the dimensional orientation of albite
is closely related to this crystallographic orientation, since the parallel
tabular crystals form the foliation and the long dimensional axes c, form
the lineation.

DrscussroN oF ORTENTATToN

As no systematic petrofabric study of the Blue Mountain intrusive
was attempted, a lengthy discussion of the orientation just described
would be futile. A few remarks can be made however without undue ex-
trapolation of the facts. The prinicpal observation concerns the improb-
ability that deformation played any part in producing the orientation.
This is supported both by field and petrographic evidence (2). The
crystallographic orientation of the albite and nepheline is not significant
in this respect since nothing is known experimentally of the gliding ele-
ments of these minerals. The dimensional orientation of the albite is sig-
nificant however and indicates that growth orientation resulting {rom
normal igneous crystallization is probably the best hypothesis. Albite
crystallized before nepheline and, with microcline (orientation undeter-
mined), makes up almost 7 5/e oI the rock. The albite orientation is prob-
ably the result of magmatic flow, and the long axes of the tabular crystals
may indicate the direction of flow. Details of the foliation and lineation in
the litchfieldite are too meagre however to permit generalization about
the magma movement on the evidence of the single specimen studied
here.

The nepheline orientation is probably controlled by the pre-existing
albite orientation. Since the greater part of the magma had already crys-
tallized at the time of the nepheline precipitation, there would be no ap-
preciable flow at this stage. The liquid from which the nepheline crys-
tallized was thus essentially stagnant and the nepheline was not subjected
to the orienting influence of flow. The tendency to parallelism of the ver-
tical axes of nepheline and albite may therefore follow the law of mini-
mum interfacial energy (3) used to explain parallel grouping of crystals
and the orientation of inclusions in large single crystals. That is, the
crystallizing nepheline seed-crystals tend to come to rest on the albite
plates in that position which is most stable from the standpoint of inter-
facial energy. No study of oriented inclusions involving this particular
pair of minerals has ever been made, but by analogy with other oriented
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inclusions some such mechanism may well explain the albite-nepheline
relations in the Blue Mountain stock.
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